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The Zut Costume1979 Broadway PlaybillMusicDaniel Valdez and Lalo GuerreroLyricsLalo GuerreroBookLuis ValdezBasisSonal Laguna Murder trialProductions1979 Broadway 1981 film sout costume play written by Luis Valdez, featuring the occasional music of Daniel Valdez and Lalo Guerrero. The costume of Sut is based on the trial of the murder in the
Sleepy Lagoon and the riots of the costume of Sut. Debuting in 1979, the costume of Sut became The first Play by Chicano on Broadway. In 1981, Luis Valdez also directed a version of the play, combining stage and film directors. The Plot of the Suit of Sout tells the story of Henry Raine and the 38th Street Gang who were convicted of killing Sleepy Lagoon
in Los Angeles during World War II. After a fight with a neighboring gang in the alley of local lovers, Sleepy Lagoon, a gang of 38th Street gets into a fight at a party where a young man is killed. Discriminated for their zoo costume wearing a Chicano personality, twenty-two members of the 38th Street Gang are on trial for murder, found guilty, and sentenced
to life in prison by San quentin. Meanwhile, in Los Angeles, Henry's brother Rudy is beaten and stripped of the costume of the zoo during the riot of the costume of the sout. Through the efforts of George and other lawyers, as well as activist reporter Alice, with whom Henry has a short romantic meeting, the boys win their appeal to the court and are released.
The play ends with a reunion of the Rhine family when Henry returns home, and Rudy is about to leave to join the Marines. The scene suggests that this is not the happy ending we expect, however, as a few endings to The Story Henry suggested: that he returned to prison and drug addiction, died in the Korean War and was awarded the Medal of Honor
posthumously, or married Della and had five children. Characters of El Pachuco: an allegorical character under the culture of Chicano of the same name. Henry Reina: 38th Street Gang Leader Enrique Reina: Henry Dolores Reina's Father: Henry Lupe's Mother Reina: Sister Henry Rudy Reina: Henry's Brother George Shearer: Henry's Lawyer and 38th
Street Boys Alice Bloomfield: Reporter and Activist henry, as well as Henry Della Barrios' brief love interest: 38th Street gang member and girlfriend Henry 38th Street Joey Castro, Tommy Roberts, Elena Torres, and Berta Villarreal Rafas: Gang Leader Downey, rival of the 38th Street Gang Downey Gang: include Ragman, Hobo, Cholo, zooter, Guera,
Hoba, Blondie, and Little Blue Lieutenant Edwards and Sergeant Smith: Detectives Members of the Press: includes the press (which doubles as a charge), Cub : include Mate Bosuna, Marine , Pimp, Cholo Historical Context Sleepy Lagoon Killing Sout Suit based on Sleepy Lagoon Murder 1942 and the Zuta Costume Riot 1943 in Los Angeles, California. On
August 1, 1942, Jose Diaz was at a birthday party at Williams Ranch. The disturbance occurred around 11pm when a group of twenty white men from the suburb of Downey arrived uninvited, complaining of a shortage of beer. A group from Downey Ganga were kicked out of a party after they demanded more beer. Meanwhile, a group of men and women
from 39th Street drove their cars to nearby swimming holes and lovers of the lane, dubbed the Sleepy Lagoon, as well as at Williams Ranch. Among the group were Henry Leivas and his girlfriend Dora Baca, whose characters Henry Reina and Della are far-fetched. Also with them was a friend of Bobby Telles. As the group communicated, the three men
pulled up and started shouting insults, equally with Leyvas's words. All three left. The 38th street group wandered away until they heard a noise from the parked cars where Leyvas and Baca were staying. A group of about sixteen members of the Downey gang beat Leivas and Buck, prompting members of the 38th street group to defend their friends. After
Downey left the band, a group of 38 street gangs left to gather more of their bands before returning to Williams Ranch. The group arrived at Sleepy Lagoon around 1:00 a.m. on the morning of the 2nd to find no one, so someone assumed that the Downey gang had moved to a party in a bunk house near Williams Ranch. Downey's gang wasn't at the party.
However, somehow a fight broke out between the party goers and the 38th street gang. The fight was short, ending when someone shouted that the police were coming. After the brawl, party throwers, Delgadillos, found the body of Jose Diaz along the road, who left the party shortly before the arrival of the 38th street group. His pockets were not covered in
the eye. He was taken to hospital, where he died an hour and a half after being admitted to hospital with a concussion and two stab wounds. The circumstances of Diaz's death are still uncertain. People are against it. During the investigation into the murder of Jose Diaz, hundreds of young men and women in the Los Angeles area were called to the police
investigation. Among the arrested suspects, several people were severely beaten during interrogation, including Henry Leivas, Lupe Leivas, Benny Alvarez and Eugene Carpio, as well as Manuel Reyes. Twenty-two persons were tried as part of a group under the protection of seven lawyers in the case of People v. People. The deputy attorney and dr.
George Shibley later joined as a lawyer in the case, winning favors from the defendants and their families for his attempts to communicate in Spanish. Alice McGrath was hired by Shibley to record the trial. Although the murder weapon was never produced, after six days of deliberation, only five of the twenty-two young men were found innocent. The other
seventeen The men were convicted of the murder of Jose Diaz, including Henry Leivas, who along with Jose Ruiz and Robert Telles was convicted of first-degree murder and two counts of assault with a deadly weapon with intent to kill. Leyvas, Ruiz and Telles were sentenced to life imprisonment, while the rest were sentenced to between one and five
years' imprisonment. The ordinance was overturned in October 1944, and the men were released, thanks to the efforts of the Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee, with Alice McGrath as Executive Secretary. However, many young men returned to prison, including Henry Leivas. The unrest in the suit of Sout with the rising tension between the zoo's costumes
and the military in the Los Angeles area, since the riots in the costume of Sout began on June 3, 1943, when a group of sailors claimed to have been robbed and beaten by Pacheco. Provoked by the Nazi salute, the soldiers beat the zoo-suit, dressed as civilians with batons and other homemade weapons, and stripped them of their costumes. Approximately
ninety-four civilians and eighteen soldiers were seriously injured, with all ninety-four arrested, but only two soldiers. One source claims that the riots continued for five nights when military and police efforts stopped the violence. However, the second source claims that the duration of the riots was nine days. The debut in the history of the production of Suit of
Sout took place at the Mark Taper Forum in Los Angeles in April 1978. This production from the Center Theatre Group was Chicano's first professionally produced play. The initial ten-day run in April sold out in two days. The audience of season ticket holders and local Mexican-Americans applauded the performances at the Mark Taper Forum every night.
The second launch began in August and tickets were sold out again. This extended race took place at the Aquarius Theatre in Los Angeles. The Broadway production debuted at the Winter Garden Theatre on March 25, 1979, and closed on April 29 after 41 performances and 17 previews. The production was staged by Luis Valdez and featured
choreography by Patricia Birch. The portrayal of Edward James Olmos in El Pachucao earned him a Tony Award for Best Actor in a Performance, as well as the World of The Theatre Award. Suit of Suta was the second Latin American performance produced on Broadway, and in 1974 it became the second after Miguel Piniero's Short Eyes. While Short
Eyes won two Obie Awards, as well as the New York Drama Critics Circle award for best American play, the costume of Sout ran for only five weeks on Broadway. Valdez also made a film combining stage and film directors. 30th Anniversary In April 2008, Alma Martinez, a member of the original 1978 cast suit, directed a 30th anniversary production at
Pomona College in Claremont, California. It was the first time since its stage stage in 1978, that suit was made in the Los Angeles area. The two-week run managed to sell before the premiere, despite minimal advertising, primarily in Latin American publications. There were many opportunities for outreach, including an evening of graduates, improved staff
performance, matinees to attend more than 1,000 secondary school students, and the development of a training guide for students attending performances. The alumni of the event featured a reunion of the original 1978 actors as well as members of the movie version of the Costume sout. Luis Valdez and Alice McGrath, the public figure on whom Valdez
based Alice's character, were given awards. Also in the room were members of the Henry Leivas family, on which Henry Raine was based. In the casting of rebirth, Martinez is cast through the Claremont University Consortium in search of Latino students. All of Chicano's roles featured actors making their stage debut, and most actors are made up of non-
theatrical specialties. Assistant director Shakin Naifak changed the script to reduce homophobic and sexist remarks as much as possible. Martinez cast the female in a traditionally male press role. The 50th Anniversary center Theatre Group, in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Center Theatre Group, was brought by playwright and director Luis
Valdez to the Mark Taper Forum from January 31 to April 2, 2017. The play featured Rose Portillo and Daniel Valdez, who were original actors from the 1978 production. Instead of reprising their roles as Henry Raine and Della, respectively, they returned to the stage to play the role of Henry Reina's parents. Rose Portillo was delighted to present the
costume to a new audience and declared: I'm over the moon. It was a dream come true for the first time. It's a dream come true a second time to come full circle and work with Louis at Taper, where Gordon Davidson and Louis have been so influential in my artistic career. I'm looking forward to sharing the costume with a brand new crop of artists and
audiences. Also, Daniel Valdez said: It's great to go back to where it all started 38 years ago. I'm looking forward to inhabiting the world of costume sout once again. Oscar-nominated actor Damian Bichir also starred as El Pachuca. The critical costume was well received in its original production in Los Angeles. In her review for the Theatre Journal, Jules
Aaron praises the play for its ability to both entertain and make a political statement. Aaron also notes the emotional content of the play. Richard Eder for The New York Times echoed Aaron's observation that the play is both entertaining and political. He adds that the suit is a mixture of Cantinflas and Brecht. Eder adds his critique that the play is too specific
to the Chicano community and lacks versatility. Game didn't get it same feelings in New York when he made his Broadway debut. Richard Eder expressed a different opinion about the Broadway production than when he saw the los Angeles production of Eder notes that the design elements lack harmony, and that the costume of Sout failed to combine
entertainment with symbolism, plot, and moral. A week later, a New York Times review by Walter Kerr criticized Valdez for his use of cliches. Kerr also complains about the lack of emotional connection between Daniel Valdez and Miss Hensel, who play Henry and Alice, respectively. The Songs, laced with a costume by Sut, were written by Lalo Guerrero and
the brother of the playwright Daniel Valdez. Guerrero, known as the father of Chicano's music, wrote music detailing Chicano's culture during World War II, resulting in a function of the song in the costume of Sut. The music combines boogie-woogie and a version of El Paso RCB. The costume is a zoo. In Jacobus, Lee A. (Ad. Bedford Introduction to Drama
(sixth e.). New York: Bedford/St. Martins. p. 1256-1288. a b c Pagan, Eduardo Obregon (2003). Murder in the sleepy lagoon : Costumes, Costumes, Race and Riot in Wartime Los Angeles Chapel Hill, North Carolina: U North Carolina. y b Chiodo, John J. (2013). 5. Detroit: Gayle. p. 279.CS1 maint: additional text: list of authors (link) - Lucas, Ashley (spring
2009). Inventing Pachucao. In the journal The Study of Radicalism. 3 (1): 61,63. JSTOR 41887618. (subscription required) - Aaron, Jules (May 1979). Review: Costume of Luis Valdez. Theatre magazine. 31 (2): 263. JSTOR 3219392. (subscription required) - Costume of the zoo. Broadway database. Broadway League. Received on April 27, 2015. Lucas,
Ashley (autumn 2009). Prisoners on the Great White Way: Short Eyes and Costume of sout as the first Latin American/o plays on Broadway. Latin American theatre review. 43 (1): 121. Pizzato, Mark (summer 1998). The violence of Brechts and Aztecs dressed as Valdez. In the magazine of popular film and television. 26 (2): 52. Naifak, Shakina (autumn
2009). Ke-le-clock los cabrons: Celebrating the 30th anniversary of Luis Valdez's sout suit. Tdr. 53 (3): 162–9. JSTOR 25599500. (subscription required) - Costume of the zoo. Central Theatre Group. Received on November 10, 2017. Jason Martin (December 9, 2016). Daniel Valdez and Rose Portillo Back to the 'Sot Suit( Press Release). Central Theatre
Group. Received on November 10, 2017. Aaron, Jules (May 1979). Luis Valdez's costume. Theatre magazine. 31 (2): 161, 264. Eder, Richard (May 4, 1978). Scene: Taper Forum Presents costume of the zoo. The New York Times. Eder, Richard (March 26, 1979). Theatre: Costume of the zoo, Chicano Music-Drama. The New York Times. Walter Kerr (April
1, 1979). Sout Loses his way in rhetoric. The New York Times. Obituary. The Washington Post. March 26, 2005. Fesier, Bruce (March 18, 2005). Guerrero, The Father of Chicano Music, dies. San Gabriel Valley Tribune. External Links of the Suit in the Online Broadway Database Research Guide to Pomona College's zoo costume 2003 El Teatro Campesino
produced An Image of a Suit of a sut cast of members dancing at the Mark Taper Forum, Los Angeles, 1978, Los Angeles Times Photo Archive (Collection 1429). Special Collections of the Library of the University of California, Charles E. Young, University of California, Los Angeles. Received from (play) oldid-953563550 (play) zoot suit play pdf. zoot suit
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